l74           THEOSOPHY EXPLAINED
Even taking it as correct, we are to remember that
Adepts can trace Their past incarnations right back to the
beginning when They became men, and Buddha is a Being
whose powers are far higher than those of Adepts ; and
He could look back and read the Akashic records of a
previous Manvantara when, out of the Monadic essence
that was then evolving through the tiger's form, the human
being that was later to develop to a Buddha was individual-
ised, i.e., when that Monadic essence which is now
Himself was part of a block of such essence ensouling the
bodies of many tigers.
Q. At what stage does reincarnation finish for an ego
and how ?
Ans. The ego has to descend to lower worlds and
work there garbed in different vehicles till he attains the
goal appointed for him by the Law of Evolution, by
acquiring knowledge and purity enough to be able to func-
tion self-consciously on the five planes of nature up to
Nirvana, with full mastery of matter therein.
What draws him back to earth is first his Karma, and
secondly ( Trishna ', (in Pali, c Tanha ',) thirst, desire for
sentient existence on the physical plane. Desire is useful
so long as experience is lacking, and its thirst remaining
unslaked, the ego returns to earth again and again. But
desire is personal and therefore selfish, and the condition
of Arhatship being unceasing activity without any personal
reward, the ego in the upward climbing must free himself
from one desire after another, desire for personal enjoy-
ment, personal pleasure, personal gain or attainments, and,
last and subtlest of all, desire for personal perfection.
Action is not to be stopped, but activity being carried on,
reward for the fruit of action is not to be desired. Thus
wearing out of all karma and killing out of desire for all

